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Is Joe Biden the World’s Biggest Human Trafficker?
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Who oversaw the movement of hundreds of
thousands illegal aliens — tens of thousands
via plane flights — into our country’s interior
in just one year?

It wasn’t the Mexican cartels.

It wasn’t red-state authorities.

It wasn’t Martha’s Vineyard mayhem maker
Ron DeSantis, recently slammed for flying
50 illegals to the island to try to improve its
diversity.

It’s Joseph Robinette Biden Jr., the man
occupying the White House. It’s DeSantis,
though, who gets called a “human trafficker”
in mainstream media. And a high-profile
senator has now noted the double standard.
As the Daily Mail reports:

Senator Ted Cruz branded Joe Biden “the biggest human trafficker on the face of the
planet” as the war over GOP governors moving illegal immigrants to liberal cities and areas
escalates.

During an appearance on Fox’s Hannity Friday night, the GOP lawmaker said: “The
Democrats did not think it was a humanitarian crisis when we pulled over 50 bodies and
body bags out of a truck in Texas of illegal immigrants who died because the smugglers let
them die of heat exposure.

“And yet suddenly, 50 illegal immigrants show up in lily-white Martha’s Vineyard, where
rich liberals and billionaires sip Chardonnay. And it is World War III.”

Cruz continued: “Right now, the biggest human trafficker on the face of the planet is Joseph
Robinette Biden Jr.

“He has transported hundreds of thousands, millions of illegal aliens populating them now,
putting many of them in Red states.”

DeSantis flew in 50 immigrants from Venezuela on Wednesday, sparking a widespread cry
of outrage from the liberal leaders of the small [island] and in Massachusetts.

Democrats have accused GOP leaders DeSantis and Texas Gov Greg Abbott of using “human
beings as political pawns.”

The illegals certainly are pawns — that’s why they’re allowed to enter the United States in the first
place. “Allowed” is the word, too, along with “enabled.” As the Mail also informs, “One unidentified
[illegal alien] man who [was] filmed outside the Naval Observatory on Thursday told Fox News: ‘The
border is open, not closed. Everybody believes that the border is open.’”
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“It is open because we enter,” the migrant added. “We come in free, no problem. We came illegally, not
legally.”

This man, and millions like him, is a pawn in a power game. The immigrationist Democrats believe that
these illegals — once naturalized, which they count on eventually happening — will largely vote for
them. They draw this conclusion from history:

The groups comprising virtually all illegals — South Americans, Mexicans, Africans, and Asians — have
voted 70 to 90 percent Democratic upon attaining citizenship. Translation: Statists are importing an
electoral army of co-ideologists.

The pseudo-elites accept this status quo. But when a few Republican governors occasionally join the
chess game and move a small number of the “pawns” to liberal states, the pseudo-elites want to
overturn the board. So here’s the standard:

Shipping massive numbers of illegals to red states is compassionate.

But shipping a minuscule percentage of these fed-shipped migrants to blue states is human trafficking
and “kidnapping” — the latter of which Governor Gavin Newsom (D-Calif.) wants DeSantis investigated
for by the Department of Justice.

What’s more, Human Trafficker in Chief Biden is now considering taking legal action not just against
DeSantis, but governors Greg Abbott (R-Tex.) and Doug Ducey (R-Ariz.) as well, as they’ve also bused
illegals to liberal states.

Abbott sent, for example, 101 migrants to Kamala Harris’ home in Washington, D.C., early last week, 50
to the Naval Observatory, and three busloads to New York City. Ducey has also sent illegals to D.C.

As for Biden’s possible legal action, it’s unknown if he’ll also pursue it against Chicago’s Democratic
mayor Lori Lightfoot. After all, when her city received illegals from Texas recently, she boasted about
how Chicago was “welcoming” and a “sanctuary.”

If Lightfoot meant a sanctuary from Truth, however, wasn’t reported. Because she then quietly bused
some of those migrants to the suburb of Burr Ridge — without notifying local authorities. It was a
surprise gift apparently.

So talk is cheap. Busing illegals around isn’t, though. Mainstream media tell us that it has cost Texas at
least $12 million and Arizona approximately $3 million since May.

What they don’t say is that the program will save those states’ taxpayers billions, according to
Breitbart.

What they don’t say is that Biden’s transportation of illegals into the U.S.’s interior cost American
taxpayers at least $340 million in the first nine months of 2021 alone.

What they also don’t say is that this expensive game of rearranging the illegal-alien deck chairs could
be avoided if the Biden administration would just do its job and secure the border.

The Martha’s Vineyard situation is instructive, too. The island didn’t waste any time deporting its 50
illegals — and the Massachusetts National Guard was used to help move them. So why can’t the
military, or border states’ National Guards, be used to secure our border and keep migrants out of our
country in the first place so that our soldiers don’t later have to transport them within it?

Walls work, too. Tiny Israel proved this some years back when, after 55,000 illegals entered via its
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southern border in just two years, it erected a barrier and ultimately reduced the flow to zero,
according to David Rubin, former mayor of Shiloh.

So what’s the difference? Does Israel have access to materials and technology we don’t?

The difference is that its national authorities want a secure border — ours don’t.

(To learn more about the immigration problem and what can be done about it, click here.)
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